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1

Online&communities&are&increasingly&important&to&organizations&and&the&general&public,&but&there&is&little
theoretically&based&research&on&what&makes&some&online&communities&more&successful&than&others.&&In&this
article,&we&apply&theory&from&the&field&of&social&psychology&to&understand&how&online&communities&develop
member&attachment,&an&important&dimension&of&community&success.&&We&implemented&and&empirically&tested
two&sets&of&community&features&for&building&member&attachment&by&strengthening&either&group&identity&or
interpersonal& bonds.& & To& increase& identity?based& attachment,& we& gave& members& information& about& group
activities&and&intergroup&competition,&and& tools&for&group?level&communication.&&To&increase&bond?based
attachment,& we& gave& members& information& about& the& activities& of& individual& members& and& interpersonal
similarity,&and&tools&for&interpersonal&communication.&&Results&from&a&six?month&field&experiment&show&that
participants’&visit&frequency&and&self?reported&attachment&increased&in&both&conditions.&&Community&features
intended&to&foster&identity?based&attachment&had&stronger&effects&than&features&intended&to&foster&bond?based
attachment.&&Participants&in&the&identity&condition&with&access&to&group&profiles&and&repeated&exposure&to&their
group’s&activities&visited&their&community&twice&as&frequently&as&participants&in&other&conditions.&&The&new
features&also&had&stronger&effects&on&newcomers&than&on&old?timers.&&This&research&illustrates&how&theory&from
the&social&science&literature&can&be&applied&to&gain&a&more&systematic&understanding&of&online&communities&and
how&theory?inspired&features&can&improve&their&success.
Keywords:""Online"community,"group"identity,"interpersonal"bonds,"attachment,"participation
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Introduction
Online"communities"are"persistent"collections"of"people"with
common"or"complementary"interests"whose"primary"method
of"communication"is"the"Internet"(Preece"2000).""They"offer
new"channels"for"organizations"to"connect"with"customers,
employees,"and"business"partners"(Dellarocas"2006;"Leidner
et"al."2010),"are"sources"of"product"innovation"and"customer
support"(El"Sawy"and"Bowles"1997;"Ogawa"and"Piller"2006),
and"serve"as"platforms"for"new"business"models"(Verona"et"al.
2006).""Online"communities"also"provide"the"general"public
with" useful" information" (Gu" et" al." 2007;" Wasko" and" Faraj
2005)," emotional" support" (MaloneyUKrichmar" and" Preece
2005)," venues" for" political" and" social" discussion" (Hill" and
Hughes"1998),"and"ways"to"maintain"their"social"networks"and
meet"new"people"(Agarwal"et"al."2008;"Wellman"2001).
Despite" the" importance" and" success" of" some" highUprofile
online"communities,"many"others"falter.""One"Deloitte"survey
found"that"most"business"efforts"to"build"online"communities
failed"to"attract"a"critical"mass"of"members,"even"when"firms
spent"over"$1"million"in"the"effort"(Worthen"2008).""Empirical
research"suggests"that"a"major"obstacle"to"community"success
is"engaging"community"members;"the"majority"of"people"who
visit"online"communities"contribute"little"and"leave"quickly.
Simply"adding"social"or"group"features"to"a"company’s"webU
site"does"not"guarantee"a"vibrant"community.""In"one"study,
more"than"twoUthirds"(68"percent)"of"newcomers"to"Usenet
groups"were"never"seen"again"after"their"first"post"(Arguello
et" al." 2006)." " In" another," over" half" of" the" developers" who
registered"to"participate"in"a"Python"open"source"development
project"did"not"return"after"their"first"contribution"(Ducheneaut
2005)." " In" MovieLens.org," the" community" we" studied," the
halfUlife"of"a"new"registrant"was"only"18"days.
The"literature"on"online"communities"suggests"that"member
participation"and"retention"depends"on"member"attachment,
which" is" cultivated" by" connecting" members" with" topics" of
their" interest" and" likeUminded" others" (Preece" 2000).2" " By
attachment,"we"refer"to"members’"affective"connection"to"and
caring" for" an" online" community" in" which" they" become
2

The" construct" attachment" overlaps" with" the" constructs" commitment" and
identification;"the"three"are"often"used"interchangeably"(Ellemers"et"al."1997).
Organizational" scholars" define" commitment" as" a" psychological" state" that
characterizes" the" employee’s" relationship" with" his" or" her" organization" as
affective" attachment" to" the" organization," perceived" cost" associated" with
leaving"the"organization,"and"an"obligation"to"remain"in"the"organization"(e.g.,
Allen"and"Meyer"1990;"Dunham"et"al."1994).""They"define"identification"as
cognitive"awareness"of"and"emotional"investment"in"group"membership"(e.g.,
Ashforth" et"al."2008).""Because"our"theoretical"underpinning"comes"from
social" psychology" (Prentice" et" al." 1994)," we" use" the" term" attachment" to
develop"our"theoretical"argument.""We"refer"to"commitment"and"identification
when"citing"literature"that"uses"those"terms.
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involved.""Members"who"have"a"strong"attachment"to"their
online"community"are"crucial"to"its"success.""These"are"the
members" most" likely" to" provide" the" content" that" others
value—answers"to"others’"questions"in"technical"and"health
support"groups"(Blanchard"and"Markus"2004;"Rodgers"and
Chen" 2005)," code" in" open" source" projects" (Mockus" et" al.
2002),"and"edits"in"Wikipedia"(Kittur"et"al."2007).""Strongly
attached" members" also" help" enforce" norms" of" appropriate
behavior" (Smith" et" al." 1997)," police" the" community" and
sanction"deviant"behaviors"(Chua"et"al."2007),"and"perform
behind" the" scenes" work" to" help" maintain" the" community
(Butler"et"al."2007).
Many"books"and"websites"provide"advice"about"how"to"craft
the"features"and"policies"of"a"community"to"increase"memU
bers’" attachment" to" it," as" evidenced" by" their" likelihood" of
returning"and"their"willingness"to"contribute"(e.g.,"Kim"2000;
Preece"2000).""Although"useful,"these"sources"often"fail"to
provide"the"theoretical"rationale"for"their"recommendations"or
to"specify"contingencies"in"applying"the"principles"to"comU
munities"organized"around"different"purposes.""For"instance,
Kim"(2000)"recommends"that"all"online"communities"provide
opportunities"for"participants"to"exchange"personal"informaU
tion"so"that"they"can"build"personal"relationships.""Contrary"to
this"advice,"many"communities’"policies"discourage"trading
personal"information"and"encourage"people"to"focus"on"the
topic"of"the"community,"whether"it"be"real"estate"investing"or
movie"critiques.""The"literature"contains"little"theoretical"guidU
ance"as"to"which"policy"is"best.
In"this"paper,"we"demonstrate"how"insights"from"decades"of
social" psychology" research" help" answer" such" questions.
Researchers"have"made"considerable"progress"in"describing
the" characteristics" of" different" online" communities" (e.g.,
Baym"2007;"Shklovski"et"al."2010)"and"surveying"member
reactions" to" design" features" (Phang" et" al." 2009;" Shen" and
Khalifa"2009),"but"have"developed"little"theoretically"based
knowledge"to"predict"how"or"why"specific"policies"and"feaU
tures"make"online"communities"successful"in"engaging"and
retaining"members.""We"review"theories"on"how"group"idenU
tity"and"interpersonal"bonds"(Prentice"et"al."1994)"increase
attachment,"and"show"experimentally"that"online"community
features"derived"from"these"theories"have"large"influences"on
members’"attachment"and"participation.
To"foreshadow"this"work,"theories"of"group"identity"point"to
community"features"that"build"attachment"by"focusing"memU
bers’"attention"on"a"group,"whereas"theories"of"interpersonal
bonds"point"to"community"features"that"build"attachment"by
focusing"member"attention"on"individual"people.""To"evaluate
the"effects"of"these"theoretically"inspired"features"on"member
attachment,"we"created"one"set"of"features"to"promote"attachU
ment"to"a"group"within"the"community"(identityUbased"attachU
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ment)" and" another" set" to" promote" attachment" to" individual
members" of" the" community" (bondUbased" attachment)." " We
implemented"the"features"in"an"existing"online"community,
and" evaluated" their" effects" on" attachment" and" subsequent
behaviors"in"a"sixUmonth"field"experiment"and"a"followUup
laboratory"experiment.""Experimental"results"show"that"both
identityUbased" and" bondUbased" features" increased" member
attachment"and"participation"compared"to"a"control"condition
but"identityUbased"features"had"substantially"stronger"effects.
Overall,"we"found"support"for"the"theoryUbased"predictions."
Our" work" illustrates" the" value" of" theory" in" understanding
successful" online" communities" and" improving" them," using
social" psychological" theories" of" group" identity" and" interU
personal"bonds"as"an"example.

Theory'and'Hypotheses

instance," the" GNOME" open" source" project" highlights" both
identityUbased"and"bondUbased"attachment"when"it"describes
itself"as"“a"worldwide"community"of"volunteers"who"hack,
translate," design," QA," and" generally" have" fun" together”
(http://projects.gnome.org/).""This"description"emphasizes"the
collective"purpose"of"building"a"user"interface"to"the"Linux
operating"system"as"well"as"the"fun"members"have"together."
Many" contributors" join" its" 95" groups" and" attend" inUperson
events" to" “meet" old" friends," discuss" new" technologies" and
other" GNOMEUrelated" stuff" (e.g.," http://live.gnome.org/
Brussels2010).”
In" this" research," we" examine" three" levels" of" attachment:
identityUbased"attachment"to"a"group"within"the"community,
bondUbased" attachment" to" individual" members," and" attachU
ment"to"the"large"community.""We"experimentally"introduce
design"features"either"to"increase"attachment"to"a"group"or"to
individuals."" Because,"as"we"discuss"in"more"detail"below,
affect"often"spreads"from"attitude"objects"to"related"objects"or
between"a"composite"object"and"its"components,"we"expect
attachment" either" to" a" group" or" to" individuals" within" the
community"will"lead"to"attachment"to"the"large"community"as
well"(Meyer"et"al."2002;"Riketta"and"Dick"2005;"Vandenberge
et"al."2004).""If"group"identity"and"interpersonal"bonds"are
mechanisms"through"which"community"attachment"develops,
then"to"understand"how"communities"succeed"or"fail,"we"must
first"understand"the"theoretical"antecedents"of"group"identity
and"interpersonal"bonds.""Following"the"review"by"Ren"et"al.
(2007),"we"summarize"these"antecedents"next"and"present"our
hypotheses"of"how"their"implementations"can"increase"attachU
ment"in"online"communities,"as"shown"in"Figure"1.

At" the" outset," we" distinguish" between" a" community" as" an
interacting"body"and"the"sense"of"community"experienced"by
its" members" (McMillan" and" Chavis" 1986)." " Communities
differ"in"the"extent"to"which"they"generate"a"sense"of"comU
munity"among"members"and"members"differ"in"their"degree"of
attachment.""Social"psychological"theory"holds"that"attachU
ment" in" groups" arises" in" two" ways." " In" the" first" manner,
attachment"works"through"group"identity,"whereby"people"feel
connected"to"a"group’s"character"or"purpose"(Hogg"and"Turner
1985;"Tajfel"and"Turner"1986).""For"example,"members"of"the
Sierra"Club"may"know"few"other"members,"but"they"identify
with"the"cause"the"group"espouses.""By"contrast,"in"the"second
manner," attachment" works" through" interpersonal" bonds,
whereby" people" develop" relationships" with" other" members
(Festinger"et"al."1950).""Fraternity"members"feel"attached"to
their"fraternities"in"part"because"of"the"friendships"they"have
developed"with"other"members"(Prentice"et"al."1994).

Theoretical+Antecedents+of
Identity3Based+Attachment

We"draw"on"the"distinction"above"to"differentiate"online"comU
munities"in"which"members"share"a"common"purpose"versus
those"that"foster"interpersonal"ties.""For"example,"My"StarU
bucks" Idea" is" an" online" community" of" Starbucks" fans" and
customers"who"identify"with"the"brand.""Members"contribute
ideas"to"help"the"company"improve"its"products"and"services,
but"there"are"few"signs"of"bonding"among"its"members.""By
contrast," girlfriendcircles.com" is" an" online" community" that
helps"women"find"local"friends.""Its"members"are"connected
by" interpersonal" ties." " Our" conceptual" distinction" between
identityUbased"and"bondUbased"attachment"does"not"imply"that
they"are"mutually"exclusive"in"practice.""Individuals"may"be
attached"to"a"particular"community"through"both"mechanisms,
simultaneously"feeling"a"connection"to"the"community"as"a
whole"and"to"individuals"within"it.""In"addition,"a"particular
community"may"try"to"foster"both"types"of"attachment.""For

Group& categorization& elicits& identity?based& attachment.
Group"identity"in"everyday"life"emerges"when"people"define
a"collection"of"people"as"members"of"the"same"social"category
(Turner" 1985;" Turner" et" al." 1987)." " In" faceUtoUface" groups,
gender,"location,"ethnicity,"interests,"and"political"values"or
choices" often" define" group" categories" (Karasawa" 1991;
Postmes"and"Spears"2000).""Tajfel"et"al."(1971)"demonstrated
experimentally"that"merely"assigning"research"participants"an
arbitrary" label" (e.g.," overUestimators)" activated" a" sense" of
group"identity,"even"when"they"did"not"know"others"in"their
group.""Researchers"have"also"elicited"identityUbased"attachU
ment"experimentally"by"making"group"membership"explicit
using"group"names"and"uniforms"(Worchel"et"al."1998).""We
expect"that"if"members"of"an"online"community"are"assigned
to"a"group"within"the"community"and"if"this"categorization
into"a"group"is"made"explicit,"members"should"feel"identified
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Figure'1.''Increasing'Attachment'in'Online'Communities

with" the" group." " The" categorization" might" be" strengthened
with" justification" and" explanation" of" the" membership
assignment.
Information&about&the&group&increases&identity?based&attach?
ment.""Group"identity"can"be"enhanced"by"giving"people"inforU
mation" about" the" group," representing" individuals" as" group
members,"and"downplaying"their"personal"attributes,"a"process
called"depersonalization.""In"a"study"of"online"depersonaliU
zation"by"Postmes"et"al."(2002),"people"interacting"in"“deperU
sonalized”"computerUmediated"groups"saw"group"labels"that
indicated"inUgroup"versus"outUgroup"categories"(e.g.,"Dutch
versus" English)" but" not" the" names" of" individual" members,
whereas"in"the"personalized"condition,"they"saw"each"others’
first"names"and"personal"images.""The"depersonalization"maU
nipulation"and"information"about"the"attributes"or"characterisU
tics"of"one’s"group"led"to"stronger"attachment"to"the"group.
Group& homogeneity& increases& identity?based& attachment."
People" who" identify" with" a" group" overemphasize" withinU
group"similarity"and"betweenUgroup"distinctiveness"(e.g.,""Lee
and" Ottati" 1995;" Simon" and" Pettigrew" 1990)." " This" link
between"homogeneity"and"identity"is"bidirectional:""homoU
geneity"of"membership"also"increases"group"identity"(Brewer
1991)." " Pickett" and" Brewer" (2001)" argue" that" a" feeling" of
being"connected"to"an"inUgroup"occurs"“to"the"extent"that"one
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is"similar"to"the"group"prototype"and"all"group"members"are
perceived" as" similar" to" each" other”" (p." 342)." " Therefore,
emphasizing" inUgroup" homogeneity" should" increase" group
identity"and"attachment"to"the"group.
Intergroup&competition&increases&identity?based&attachment."
The"presence"of"an"outUgroup"and"competition"with"it"strongly
enhances"identityUbased"attachment"(Hogg"and"Turner"1985;
Postmes"et"al."2001).""Competition"with"outUgroups"can"be
increased"by"highlighting"group"boundaries"and"emphasizing
the"existence"of"outUgroups.""Wikipedia"uses"this"tactic"when
it"pits"its"success"as"an"encyclopedia"against"rivals"such"as"the
Encyclopedia" Britannica" (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Reliability_of_Wikipedia).""
Familiarity&with&the&group&increases&liking&of&the&group.""In
early"experiments,"Zajonc"(1968)"and"Milgram"(1977)"demonU
strated"a"“mere"exposure"effect”:""the"more"familiar"one"is
with"objects,"symbols,"or"people,"the"more"one"likes"them.""In
online"communities"with"a"goal"of"fostering" identityUbased
attachment,"making"the"community"and"its"activities"repeatU
edly"visible"to"members"should"increase"member"attachment
to"the"community.""Many"online"communities"provide"a"conU
stant"stream"of"updated"information"about"the"community"and
groups" within" it." " For" example," the" Community" portal" on
Wikipedia" (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:

Ren$et$al./Building$Member$Attachment$in$Online$Communities

Community_portal)" is" the" place" for" the" Wikipedia" editing
community"to"come"together"to"share"information.""It"includes
“news”"articles"about"Wikipedia"written"by"the"community,
reports"on"the"status"of"WikiProjects"and"task"forces,"and"links
to"discussions"that"are"seeking"wider"attention.""The"updates
repeatedly" expose" members" to" Wikipedia" activities," which
should"build"stronger"attachment"to"Wikipedia.""
We" expect" that" these" theoretical" antecedents," when" operaU
tionalized"and"implemented"as"community"features"that"assign
people"to"a"group,"that"provide"information"about"the"group,
that"highlight"group"homogeneity"and"intergroup"competition,
and"that"facilitate"familiarity"with"the"group"through"repeated
exposure,"will"increase"identityUbased"attachment.""We"thus
hypothesize:
Hypothesis&1a:&&Focusing&members’&attention&on&a
group& and& group& activities& will& increase& their
identity?based&attachment&to&the&group.

Theoretical+Antecedents+of
Bond3Based+Attachment
Information&about&individual&members&increases&bond?based
attachment.""Information"about"individual"members"and"their
unique"attributes"that"personalize"members"of"a"group"fosters
attachment"to"individual"members"of"the"group.""Interpersonal
bonds" arise" particularly" from" exchanges" of" personal" inforU
mation"and"selfUdisclosure"(Collins"and"Miller"1994;"Postmes
et" al." 2001)." " Opportunities" for" selfUdisclosure" and" selfU
presentation" shift" attention" from" the" group" as" a" whole" to
individual"members"(Utz"2003),"as"does"displaying"individual
members’"photographs"(Postmes"et"al."2002;"Sassenberg"and
Postmes"2002).
Interpersonal&similarity&increases&bond?based&attachment."
Interpersonal"comparisons"are"ubiquitous"in"social"life.""These
comparisons"tell"us"about"others"in"our"social"environment,
are" the" grist" for" conversation," and" are" the" basis" of" selfU
evaluation"and"friendship"formation"(Suls"et"al."2002;"Wood
1989).""In"particular,"our"similarity"to"other"people"is"a"major
determinant" of" our" interpersonal" attraction" to" them." " InterU
personal"similarity"in"personal"attributes"and"in"preferences
has" been" shown" to" cause" positive" evaluation" of" others" and
liking"of"them"(Byrne"1997;"Newcomb"1961).""Researchers
frequently" manipulate" perceived" similarities" among" group
members"to"vary"their"attachment"to"each"other"(Hogg"and
Turner"1985;"Postmes"et"al."2001).
Familiarity&with&members&increases&liking&of&the&members.
The"“mere"exposure"effect”"that"we"mentioned"earlier"(Zajonc
1968;"Milgram"1977)"applies"to"both"groups"and"individuals:"

the"more"familiar"one"is"with"a"person,"the"more"likely"one
will"like"the"person.""The"more"individual"members"encounter
one" another" and" are" exposed" to" each" other’s" activities," the
more"likely"they"are"to"communicate"with"each"other"and"the
more"they"will"like"and"help"each"other"(Festinger"et"al."1950)."
In"online"communities"with"a"goal"of"fostering"bondUbased
attachment,"making"individual"members"and"their"activities
repeatedly"visible"to"each"other"should"increase"the"likelihood
of" friendship" and" interpersonal" attraction." " The" news" feed
feature" on" Facebook," which" displays" one’s" friends’" recent
posts"and"activities"on"one’s"home"page,"serves"this"purpose.
Interpersonal&communication&leads&to&interpersonal&bonds.
Interpersonal" communication" drives" the" development" of
interpersonal"attraction"(Festinger"1950).""As"people’s"interU
actions"increase"in"frequency,"their"liking"for"one"another"also
increases" (Newcomb" 1961)." " In" online" communities," freU
quency" of" interpersonal" communication" is" a" major" deterU
minant"of"the"extent"to"which"people"can"build"relationships
with"one"another"(McKenna"et"al."2002).
We" expect" that" these" theoretical" antecedents," when" operaU
tionalized" and" implemented" as" community" features" that
provide"information"about"individual"members,"that"highlight
interpersonal"similarities,"that"facilitate"repeated"exposure"to
individual" members," and" that" enable" communication" with
individual"members,"will"increase"bondUbased"attachment."
We"thus"hypothesize:
Hypothesis& 1b:& & Focusing& members’& attention& on
individual&members&and&their&activities&will&increase
bond?based&attachment&to&members.

Attachment+to+the+Large
Community+as+a+Whole
Affect" generalization" is" a" common" phenomenon," in" which
affect"toward"one"attitude"object"spreads"to"related"objects.
This"spread"is"one"source"of"the"halo"effect"in"person"percepU
tion,"in"which"the"affect"associated"with"a"component"of"an
attitude" object," such" as" a" person’s" physical" attractiveness,
spreads"to"the"overall"object"(i.e.,"the"person),"and"to"other
traits," such" as" his" or" her" intelligence" or" honesty" (Cooper
1981)."""The"spread"of"affect"partially"explains"the"impact"of
mood"on"helping"behavior"(e.g.,"Isen"and"Levin"1972)"and
risk"taking"(e.g.""Forgas"1995).""Similar"suffusion"of"affect"is
likely"to"occur"in"organizational"settings"as"well,"in"which,"for
example,"affective"commitment"associated"with"a"work"group
or"feelings"of"liking"for"a"supervisor"or"coworkers"generalize
to"the"organization"as"a"whole"and"vice"versa.""The"spread"of
affect"may"explain"the"moderate"correlations"found"in"recent
metaUanalyses"between"affective"commitment"toward"one’s
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workgroup" or" one’s" supervisor" and" affective" commitment
toward"the"organization"as"a"whole,"and"between"satisfaction
with" supervisors" and" coworkers" and" affective" commitment
toward" the" organization" as" a" whole" (Meyer" et" al." 2002;
Riketta"and"Dick"2005;"Vandenberge"et"al."2004).""Based"on
this" reasoning," we" expect" identityUbased" and" bondUbased
attachment"to"serve"as"two"mechanisms"for"increasing"attachU
ment"to"the"community"as"a"whole.""The"more"a"member"feels
attached"to"a"group"or"to"individuals"within"the"community,
the" more" the" member" will" feel" attached" to" the" larger
community.
Hypothesis&1c:&&An&increase&in&either&identity?based
attachment&to&a&group&within&an&online&community
or&bond?based&attachment&to&an&individual&member
of& the& community& will& increase& attachment& to& the
large&community&as&a&whole.

Impact+of+Attachment+on+Member+Behaviors
People"who"are"attached"to"a"group"evaluate"their"group"more
positively"than"those"who"are"less"attached,"stay"in"the"group
longer,"participate"more,"and"exert"more"effort"on"its"behalf
(Hogg"1992).""Likewise,"commitment"to"an"organization"is
associated"with"lower"turnover"or"intention"to"leave"(Meyer"et
al." 2002)." " In" one" study" of" volunteer" services" for" AIDS
patients," people" who" reported" stronger" attachment" to" the
AIDS"community"participated"in"a"wider"range"of"activities,
such"as"attending"AIDS"fundraising"events,"being"involved"in
AIDS"activism,"and"donating"to"AIDS"groups"(Omoto"and
Snyder"2002).""We"thus"posit"that"increased"attachment"in"an
online"community,"whatever"the"source"of"that"attachment,
will"lead"to"a"set"of"visible"behaviors"such"as"longer"duration
of"membership,"more"frequent"visits,"and"more"active"partiU
cipation" (Blanchard" and" Markus" 2004," Ren" et" al." 2007).
Figure"1"shows"these"relationships.
Hypothesis&2a:&&Increased&attachment&will&increase
member&participation,&mediating&the&impact&of&com?
munity&features&that&focus&attention&on&a&group&or
individual&members.
&Hypothesis&2b:&&Increased&attachment&will&increase
member& retention,& mediating& the& impact& of& com?
munity&features&that&focus&attention&on&a&group&or
individual&members.
In"addition"to"these"general"effects"of"attachment,"the"literaU
ture"also"suggests"that"identityUbased"and"bondUbased"attachU
ment"may"have"some"different"consequences,"especially"in
relation"to"members’"attitudes"toward"the"group"or"individuals
to"whom"they"have"become"attached"(Ren"et"al."2007).""In"parU
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ticular,"identityUbased"attachment"should"cause"members"to
attend"to"and"like"the"group,"which"in"turn"will"increase"their
willingness" to" exert" effort" to" help" the" group." " By" contrast,
bondUbased" attachment" should" cause" members" to" focus" on
individual"relationships"with"one"another,"which"in"turn"will
increase"their"willingness"to"exert"effort"to"help"individuals.
Hypothesis& 3a:& & Identity?based& attachment& to& the
group&will&increase&members’&willingness&to&exert
effort&to&help&the&group.
Hypothesis&3b:&&Bond?based&attachment&to&individ?
ual&members&will&increase&members’&willingness&to
exert&effort&to&help&other&members.

Field'Experiment
To"test"the"hypotheses,"we"conducted"a"sixUmonth"field"experU
iment"in"a"movieUrelated"community"called"MovieLens.org.
The"site"was"launched"in"the"midU1990s"as"a"place"for"movie
ratings" and" recommendations" as" well" as" a" platform" for
research" on" social" recommender" systems." " We" chose
MovieLens"as"our"experimental"platform"for"three"reasons.
First,"it"was"large"and"characterized"by"considerable"churn,
making" it" a" good" site" to" study" the" effects" of" increased
attachment"on"retention"and"participation.""At"the"beginning
of"our"study,"the"website"had"more"than"100,000"users"and"the
halfUlife"of"a"new"user"was"only"18"days.""Second,"we"had
adequate"control"of"the"site"to"introduce"new"features,"conU
figure"the"system"into"parallel"experimental"conditions,"and
randomly"assign"participants"to"conditions.""Third,"it"began
attracting"users"with"various"motives"in"recent"years,"which
makes"it"a"good"setting"to"test"our"identityUbased"and"bondU
based" features." " Until" 2005," the" site" was" mainly" a" movie
recommendation" service." " People" registered" to" get" movie
recommendations"and"had"little"awareness"of"MovieLens"as
a"community"or"of"the"presence"of"other"members"(Harper"et
al."2005).""The"introduction"of"discussion"forums"and"movie
tagging"features"(Drenner"et"al."2006;"Sen"et"al."2006)"graduU
ally" changed" the" tone" of" the" site" for" a" small" set" of" active
members,"among"whom"interpersonal"friendships"emerged.
For"these"members,"MovieLens"became,"in"part,"a"bondUbased
community." " However," for" the" large" majority" of" members,
even" after" the" introduction" of" the" discussion" forums,
MovieLens"remained"a"movie"recommendation"site.

Method
For"the"field"experiment,"we"introduced"two"sets"of"new"webU
site"features"to"MovieLens"to"create"a"greater"sense"of"comU
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Table'1.''Independent'Variables,'Theoretical'Antecedents,'and'Community'Features
Theoretical
Type+of+Attachment:+
Antecedents+of
Independent
Attachment
Community+Features:++Independent+Variables
Variable
Community+Feature+I:++Group+Versus+Individual+Profile+Page
IdentityMbased
Group(categorization
Group(name,(icon,(and(statement(on(top(of(member’s(group(profile(page
Group(information
Detailed(information(about(the(group((e.g.,(movies(the(group(likes;
movies(frequently(rated(by(the(group)
Group(homogeneity
Clustering(algorithm(assigns(people(with(similar(movie(preferences(to(the
same(group;(profile(shows(movies(that(group(members(have(rated(highly
Intergroup
Ranking(of(one’s(group(against(other(groups(according(to(number(of
competition
movies(rated(and(percentage(of(active(members;(comparison(of(movies
that(one's(group(ranked(high(but(other(groups(ranked(low
BondMbased
Low(group(salience*
Group(name(and(icon(in(one(place(on(individual(profile(page
Personal(information
Detailed(information(about(individual(members((e.g.,(name,(city,(gender,
age,(favorite(color,(history(with(the(community)
Interpersonal
Clustering(algorithm(assigns(members(with(similar(movie(preferences(to
similarity
the(same(group;(profile(shows(movies(that(profile(viewer(and(profile
owner(rated(similarly
Interpersonal
Profile(shows(movies(that(the(profile(viewer(and(profile(owner(rated
comparisons*
differently(and(movies(recommended(to(the(profile(viewer(based(on(the
profile(owner’s(ratings
Community+Feature+II:++Group+Versus+Individual+Recent+Activity+Page
IdentityMbased
Familiarity(with(the
Repeated(exposure(to(group(activities(by(showing(movies(the(group(rated
group
and(posts(from(one’s(group(on(the(recent(activity(page
BondMbased
Familiarity(with
Repeated(exposure(to(individual(member(activities(by(showing(movies
members
rated(and(posts(by(frequently(seen(others(on(the(recent(activity(page
Community+Feature+III:++Group+and+Interpersonal+Communication
IdentityMbased
Intragroup
Communication(among(group(members(on(the(group(profile(page((only
communication*
accessible(to(group(members,(not(members(of(other(groups)
BondMbased
Interpersonal
Communication(among(individual(members(on(individual(profile(pages
communication(
(accessible(to(all(visitors(to(the(page)
Note:((Constructs(with(*(are(not(theoretical(antecedents.((They(are(included(as(counterparts(of(a(theoretical(antecedent(in(the(other(condition(for
control(purpose.((See(Figure(1(for(detail.

munity." " The" first" set" of" features—a" group" profile" page," a
recent"group"activity"page,"and"group"communication—aimed
to"increase"identityUbased"attachment.""The"second"set"of"the
features—individual"profile"pages,"a"recent"individual"activity
page,"and"interpersonal"communication—aimed"to"increase
bondUbased"attachment.""Table"1"describes"each"feature"and"its
linkages"to"the"theoretical"antecedents,"and"how"the"feature
creates"a"focus"on"the"group"or"a"focus"on"individual"memU
bers.""For"experimental"comparisons,"each"implemented"feaU
ture"had"a"counterpart"in"the"other"condition.""For"instance,"a
counterpart" of" intergroup" competition" (to" increase" group
identity)"was"interpersonal"comparisons"(to"increase"bonds).
In" the" intergroup" competition" condition," the" profile" page
showed" how" the" participant’s" group" compared" with" other
groups"whereas"in"the"interpersonal"comparisons"condition,

the"profile"page"showed"how"the"participant"compared"with
other"individuals.
All"participants"were"assigned"a"user"ID"and"a"“movie"group.”
To"assign"participants"a"group,"we"created"10"movie"groups.
We"chose"the"number"10"to"ensure"there"would"be"a"sufficient
number"of"groups"for"intergroup"comparison"but"few"enough
that"members"could"remember"them"all.""We"used"wild"animal
names"to"label"the"groups"(Tiger,"Eagle,"Polar"Bear,"and"so
forth)." " Animal" names" did" not" have" any" obvious" movieU
relevant"meaning"and"were"easy"to"remember.
To" ensure" that" the" 10" movie" groups" comprised" users" with
similar" movie" tastes" and" had" similar" size" and" levels" of
activity," we" developed" a" new" activityUbalanced" clustering
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algorithm" " (Harper" et" al." 2007)," based" on" Banerjee" and
Ghosh’s"(2002)"approach"to"clustering.""Standard"clustering
algorithms" did" not" meet" the" requirement" of" equalUsized
groups;"for"example,"the"standard"kUmeans"clustering"algoU
rithm" (MacQueen" 1967)" placed" 84" percent" of" the" active
MovieLens"members"into"a"single"group.
The"algorithm"first"uses"a"(slow)"balanced"hierarchical"clusU
tering"algorithm"on"a"subset"of"the"data,"and"then"uses"a"(fast)
stable" marriageUinspired" algorithm" to" fully" populate" the
clusters.""Because"we"wanted"members"with"similar"tastes"to
be"placed"in"the"same"group,"we"computed"similarity"scores
by"measuring"the"cosine"similarity"among"members’"movie
ratings"vectors,"weighted"by"the"number"of"coUratings"(Sarwar
et"al."2001).""To"generate"the"final"movie"groups,"we"ran"the
first"stage"of"the"algorithm"on"the"MovieLens"population"that
had"been"recently"active,"thus"distributing"recent"contributors
equally"across"the"10"movie"groups,"then"ran"the"second"stage
of"the"algorithm"to"distribute"the"remaining"(recently"inactive)
members.
Group'Versus'Individual'Profiles
We"created"a"novel"form"of"group"profile"to"implement"the
four" theoretical" antecedents" of" identityUbased" attachment
listed"in"Table"1,"that"is,"group"categorization,"information
about"the"group,"group"homogeneity,"and"intergroup"compeU
tition.""The"profile"page"was"customized"for"each"member.
Figure"2"illustrates"a"movie"group"profile"page"as"it"appeared
to"members"of"the"Tiger"group.""To"emphasize"group"cateU
gorization,"the"top"of"the"page"shows"the"name"of"the"group,
the"group’s"icon"(in"this"case,"a"picture"of"a"tiger),"and"a"group
statement"describing"the"types"of"movies"the"group"prefers."
We"tried"to"come"up"with"statements"that"were"both"accurate
and"engaging,"for"example,"“Bears"love"to"watch"sciUfi"and
fantasy"blockbusters"while"not"hibernating.”
To" emphasize" group" homogeneity," we" displayed" a" list" of
movies"that"the"group"liked.""To"highlight"outUgroup"presence
and"intergroup"competition,"we"displayed"graphs"that"comU
pared"the"group’s"recent"movie"ratings"and"login"activities"to
the"other"nine"movie"groups.""To"emphasize"group"boundaries,
group"profile"pages"were"shown"differently"to"inUgroup"and
outUgroup"members.""When"an"outUgroup"member"looked"at"a
profile,"the"top"of"the"page"informed"the"viewer"that"he"or"she
was"not"a"member"of"the"currently"displayed"group.""The"page
also"displayed"a"list"of"movies"the"currently"displayed"group
liked"and"the"viewer’s"group"disliked.
We"also"created"a"parallel"individual"profile"page,"customized
for" each" individual" member" to" implement" the" theoretical
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antecedents"of"bondUbased"attachment"listed"in"Table"1,"that
is,"information"about"members,"interpersonal"similarity,"and
interpersonal" comparisons." " Members" could" update" their"
information"and"optUin"to" a"feature"that"automatically"pubU
lished" movieUrelated" information" to" their" profile," based" on
their" movie" ratings" and" forum" posts." " About" 80" percent" of
MovieLens"members"agreed"to"share"this"type"of"information.
Figure"3"shows"an"example"of"an"individual"profile"page.""The
page"contained"personal"information"fields"that"were"editable
by" the" member," such" as" name," location," gender," an" openU
ended"text"field"for"members"to"leave"personal"comments,"and
a"space"to"upload"a"personal"picture.""Each"individual"profile
page"also"contained"several"tables"that"related"the"owner"of
the"page"to"the"viewer"of"the"page.""For"instance,"one"table
showed" movies" that" the" owner" and" the" viewer" both" rated
highly.""This"display"helped"members"discover"their"similarity
to"others.""Underneath"the"user"ID"and"picture,"the"page"disU
played"a"small"name"and"icon"of"the"movie"group"to"which"the
page"owner"was"assigned.""We"included"this"information"only
for"methodological"purposes,"so"that"participants"in"the"bondU
based"conditions"could"report"their"attachment"to"their"movie
groups" (to" compare" with" those" in" the" identityUbased
conditions).

Recent'Activity'Pages'for'Groups
Versus'Members
To" increase" familiarity" with" the" participant’s" group" in" the
identityUbased"condition"or"with"individuals"in"the"bondUbased
condition," we" created" a" recent" activity" feature," based" on"
algorithms"that"increased"the"probability"that"participants"were
exposed" to" the" recent" activities" of" their" own" group" or" to
selected" individual" members." " To" increase" identityUbased
attachment,"80"percent"of"the"content"the"algorithm"showed
came"from"the"participant’s"own"movie"group"and"20"percent
from"other"groups.""To"increase"bondUbased"attachment,"the
algorithm" first" selected" move" ratings" and" posts" from" those
members"whom"a"participant"had"encountered"previously.""If
it" did" not" find" enough" members" from" previous" sessions," it
selected"members"who"had"movie"tastes"similar"to"the"partiU
cipant.""The"identity"and"bondUbased"versions"displayed"recent
activity" information" in" different" formats." " As" shown" in
Figure" 4," the" identity" version" displayed" recent" ratings" and
posts"as"from"a"movie"group,"along"with"group"names"and
icons.""In"contrast,"as"shown"in"Figure"5,"the"bond"version
displayed"recent"ratings"and"posts"from"individual"members,
along"with"their"names"and"pictures.""A"short"version"of"the
recent"activity"page"was"available"on"the"site’s"front"page,"and
a"longer"version"was"available"on" a" linked"page"called"the
Recent"Activity"Page.
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Figure'2.''Profile'Page'of'the'Tiger'Group

Figure'3.''Profile'Page'of'a'Fictitious'Member
Named'Galaxy

Figure'4.''An'Identity'Version'of'the'Recent
Activity'Page

Figure'5.''A'Bond'Version'of'the'Recent'Activity
Page
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Group'Versus'Interpersonal'Communication
We"created"two"versions"of"the"communication"feature,"which
allowed"public"discussion"with"one’s"group"(in"the"identityU
based"condition)"or"private"discussion"with"other"members"(in
the"bondUbased"condition).""Figure"2"shows"the"group"commuU
nication"feature"in"the"lower"right"corner"of"the"group"profile
page.""Comments"entered"in"a"textUentry"box"were"displayed
along" with" the" date" of" posting," the" author’s" name," and" the
author’s"group"icon.""All"messages"were"displayed"in"reverse
chronological" order" and" were" paginated" so" only" five" comU
ments"appeared"at"a"time.""Only"members"of"a"movie"group
could"read"and"write"comments"on"the"group’s"profile"page.
Figure"3"shows"the"interpersonal"communication"feature"in
the" lower" left" corner" of" an" individual" profile" page." " Any
member"could"leave"comments"for"any"other"member.""When
members"viewed"their"own"individual"profile,"they"saw"the
comments"others"left"for"them"as"well"as"all"comments"they
left"for"others.

Participants
We" recruited" all" MovieLens" subscribers" (except" seven" exU
tremely" active" members" whose" inclusion" might" bias" our
results)" who" visited" MovieLens" during" the" experimental
period.""Of"the"4,818"participants,"1,544"were"assigned"ranU
domly"to"the"control"condition,"1,625"to"the"identityUbased
condition,"and"1,649"to"the"bondUbased"condition.
Our" design" included" a" control" group" and" two" conditions
(identityUbased"and"bondUbased)"subdivided"by"a"fullUfactorial
design" with" seven" conditions" as" follows:" " (1)" profile" only,
(2)"recent"activity"only,"(3)"communication"only,"(4)"profile
and"recent"activity,"(5)" recent"activity"and"communication,
(6)"profile"and"communication,"(7)"profile,"recent"activity,"and
communication.""Altogether,"there"were"15"conditions:""seven
identityUbased"conditions,"seven"bondUbased"conditions,"plus
a"control"condition.""This"design"allowed"us"to"examine"the
distinct" effects" of" the" features" used" to" induce" identity" and
bondUbased"attachment,"as"well"as"their"combined"effects.

Procedure
The"field"experiment"took"place"from"January"27,"2007,"to
July"27,"2007,"in"the"natural"environment"of"MovieLens.""The
field"experiment"enabled"us"to"observe"member"behavior"over
a"substantial"period"of"time.""It"also"enabled"us"to"examine
how"members"with"different"levels"of"prior"experience"with
the"site"responded"to"the"manipulated"community"features.
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We"constructed"a"splash"page"that"described"the"experiment
as"a"user"study"to"explore"new"features"being"considered"for
MovieLens.""Potential"participants"were"informed"that"they
might"receive"different"features"during"the"test,"and"that"afterU
ward" we" planned" to" offer" the" most" valuable" features" to" all
members.""In"their"first"login"session"(after"the"launch"of"the
experiment)," participants" reviewed" the" splash" page" with" a
brief"description"of"the"new"features"they"were"assigned,"and
saw"the"option"to"share"their"movie"ratings"(80"percent"did
so).""The"new"features"defined"by"a"participant’s"experimental
condition" were" available" for" the" rest" of" the" experimental
period.""When"participants"in"the"control"condition"returned"to
MovieLens," they" continued" seeing" the" old" version" of
MovieLens"without"any"of"the"new"features.
Those"in"the"identityUbased"condition"first"saw"recent"actiU
vities"of"their"own"and"other"movie"groups"on"their"front"page
and"then"had"the"option"to"click"to"view"group"profiles,"to
communicate"with"their"assigned"group"on"its"profile"page,
and"to"participate"in"forum"discussion"as"group"members"(with
group"name"and"icon"shown"next"to"their"posts).""Those"in"the
bondUbased"condition"first"saw"recent"activities"of"a"small"set
of"MovieLens"users"on"their"front"page"and"had"the"option"to
click"to"view"individual"user"profiles,"to"communicate"with
other"people"on"their"profile"page,"and"to"participate"in"forum
discussion"as"individual"members"(with"user"name"and"picture
shown"next"to"their"posts).
Dependent'Variables'and'Statistical'Analyses
Self?reported&attachment.""At"the"end"of"the"experiment,"we
eUmailed"a"postUtest"survey"to"2,073"members"who"had"given
us"permission"to"contact"them;"107"of"these"eUmails"bounced."
After" a" single" eUmail" reminder," 280" people" responded," a
response"rate"of"14.2"percent.""Of"the"280"respondents,"107
had"been"assigned"to"the"control"condition,"82"to"the"identityU
based"condition,"and"91"to"the"bondUbased"condition.""ComU
pared" to" nonrespondents," respondents" had" visited" the" site
more"frequently"before"and"during"the"experiment"(p"<".01)
and"rated"more"movies"(p"<".01),"but"did"not"read"more"posts
(p"=".14).
The" questionnaire" asked" the" participants" to" report" their
familiarity"with"the"new"features,"usefulness"of"the"new"feaU
tures,"and"the"reasons"they"visited"MovieLens.""We"adapted
scales"from"Prentice"et"al."(1994)"and"Sassenburg"(2002)"to
measure" attachment." " Participants" reported" on" fiveUpoint
Likert"scales"how"strongly"they"felt"attached"to"MovieLens"as
a"whole,"to"their"movie"group"(identityUbased"attachment),"and
to"a"frequently"seen"MovieLens"member"(bondUbased"attachU
ment)." " We" selected" the" frequently" seen" member" based" on
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each"participant’s"actual"exposure"to"three"members"whom
they" had" seen" during" the" experiment." " We" asked" them" to
report"how"familiar"they"were"with"each"member,"and"their
feelings"toward"the"member"with"whom"they"reported"being
the"most"familiar.
Responses"to"the"15"questionnaire"items"for"half"the"sample
were"subjected"to"an"exploratory"factor"analysis.""The"maxiU
mum"likelihood"method"was"used"to"extract"the"factors,"folU
lowed"by"an"oblique"rotation"because"attachment"at"different
levels"tends"to"be"correlated"(Sassenberg"2002).""Two"items
measuring"attachment"to"the"participant’s"movie"group"(I&am
interested&in&learning&more&about&[group&name]&and&I&would
like& to& be& with& [group& name]& in& the& future)" and" two" items
measuring"attachment"to"a"particular"person"(I&felt&close&to
[member& name]& and& [member& name]& has& influenced& my
thoughts&and&behaviors)"loaded"on"more"than"one"factor.""We
dropped" these" items," resulting" in" three" meaningful" factors,
with" factor" loadings" displayed" in" Table" 2." " Confirmatory
factor"analysis"with"the"remaining"half"of"the"sample"showed
similar"loading" patterns.""The"threeUfactor"model"shown"in
Table"2"is"a"good"fit"to"the"data,"with"NFI,"NNFI,"and"CFI
greater"than"0.90"and"an"insignificant"ChiUSquare,"χ2"(41,"N"=
184)"="52.64,"p"="0.11."""
We"averaged"the"five"items"with"significant"loadings"(>".40)
on"Factor"1"to"measure"attachment"to"MovieLens"as"a"whole,
the"three"items"with"significant"loadings"on"Factor"2"to"meaU
sure" attachment" to" the" participant’s" movie" group," and" the
three"items"with"significant"loadings"on"Factor"3"to"measure
attachment" to" a" frequently" seen" member." " We" also" ran" all
analyses"including"all"items"and"the"results"remained"largely
unchanged.
Retention.""We"measured"retention"as"the"number"of"days"a
participant"remained"as"a"member"of"MovieLens"(i.e.,"days
between"their"first"and"last"visit"for"participants"who"left"the
site" and" days" between" their" first" visit" and" the" end" of" our
experiment"for"participants"who"did"not"leave"the"site).""We
classified"participants"as"having"left"the"site"if"they"failed"to
log"in"after"50"days,"which"is"three"standard"deviations"longer
than"the"average"interUlogin"duration.""We"analyzed"the"data
using"survival"analysis"procedure"PROC"LIFEREG"in"SAS,
with"the"type"of"attachment"manipulation"(control,"identity,
and"bond)"as"the"independent"variable,"controlling"for"member
history"and"days"in"the"experiment.
Participation& –& Visit& Frequency." " Visit" frequency" is" the
average"number"of"sessions"participants"logged"in"during"the
experiment.""The"data"were"collected"at"the"member"level."
Because"the"number"of"login"sessions"is"count"data,"with"a

distribution"truncated"at"one,"we"fit"the"data"with"a"Poisson
regression" model." " We" used" PROC" GENMOD" in" SAS" to
perform"the"analyses,"with"the"type"of"attachment"manipuU
lation"(control,"identity,"and"bond)"and"feature"manipulation
(profile"page,"recent"activity"page,"communication"channel)
and"their"interactions"as"the"independent"variables.""To"control
for"the"fact"that"participants"who"joined"the"experiment"earlier
had"more"days"to"visit,"we"included"days"in"the"experiment"as
a"control"variable.
Participation&–&Post&Views.""Post"views"are"the"number"of
posts"a"participant"viewed"in"the"discussion"forums"per"login
session.""The"forums"are"a"venue"through"which"MovieLens
members"can"interact"with"one"another.""They"were"part"of"the
MovieLens"site"before"our"experiment,"were"distinct"from"the
communication"features"embedded"in"profile"pages,"and"were
available"to"all"participants.""We"use"post"views"as"a"proxy"to
measure" participation" for" three" reasons." " First," posting
behaviors" were" sparse" in" our" data," as" in" many" other" comU
munities;" only" a" small" fraction" of" members" have" posted."
Second,"viewing"and"posting"are"moderately"correlated"(r"=
0.42).""Third,"Preece"et"al."(2004)"have"shown"that"“lurkers”"
(those"who"view"only"others’"posts)""perceive"themselves"and
are"accepted"by"posters"as"members"of"an"online"community.
Further,"lurking"is"a"valuable"way"of"learning"about"an"online
community.""The"data"were"collected"at"the"memberUsession
level." " Because" views" are" count" data" with" many" members
participating"in"more"than"one"session,"we"fit"the"data"with"a
mixed"Poisson"regression"model"with"sessions"nested"within
members"using"PROC"GLIMMIX"in"SAS.""Again"we"tested
the"effects"of"the"attachment"manipulations"(control,"identity,
and"bond),"feature"manipulations"(the"presence"of"the"profile
page," the" recent" activity" page," and" the" communication
channel),"and"their"interactions.
Movie&Ratings&to&Help&Others.""During"each"login"session,"we
recorded" the" number" of" movies" that" participants" rated" in" a
“volunteer"center.”"The"volunteer"center"included"a"statement
saying,"“We’ve"put"together"a"list"of"new"movies"for"you"to
rate"that"will"help"groups"of"members"or"other"members"get
better"movie"recommendations.""Click"on"the"link"below"to
start"rating.”"The"participant"could"click"the"link"to"“help"a
movie"group”"or"to"“help"a"member,”"or"neither"option.""More
movie"ratings"signal"greater"willingness"to"contribute"to"help
a"group"or"individual"members.""The"data"were"collected"at
the"memberUsession"level.""As"with"the"analyses"of"forum"post
views,"we"fit"the"data"with"a"mixed"Poisson"regression"model.
We"used"PROC"GLIMMIX"in"SAS"to"perform"the"analyses
with"attachment"manipulation"(identity"versus"bond)"and"the
target"(groups"versus"individual"members)"as"the"independent
variables.""Participants"in"the"control"condition"had"no"access
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Table'2.''Questionnaire'Items'to'Measure'Attachment'and'Factor'Loading
Attachment
to
MovieLens

Attachment
to'Movie
Group

Attachment
to'frequently
seen'other

.85

.03

M.02

.74

.04

.04

.78

M.06

M.01

.46

M.03

.08

.78

.04

M.03

Questionnaire'Items
I(like(MovieLens(as(a(whole.
I(intend(to(visit(MovieLens(in(the(future.
I(would(recommend(MovieLens(to(my(friends.
MovieLens(is(important(to(me.
MovieLens(is(very(useful(to(me.

M.03

.95

.04

I(identify(with(the([group(name](group.

.01

.99

.00

I(feel(connected(to([group(name].

.05

.79

.06

I(feel(I(am(a(typical(member(of([group(name].

.03

.04

.88

I(would(like(to(be(friends(with([member(name].

.01

.04

.95

I(am(interested(in(learning(more(about([member(name].

M.01

.01

.97

I(would(like(to(interact(with([member(name](in(the(future.

to"the"volunteer"center.""Therefore,"they"were"not"included"in
the"analysis"of"movies"rated.
Newcomer&or&old?timer.&&We"controlled"for"member"history"in
all"analyses,"that"is,"whether"a"participant"was"a"newcomer
who"had"used"MovieLens"fewer"than"30"days"before"the"start
of"the"experiment,"or"an"oldUtimer"with"more"prior"experience
with"MovieLens.""Of"4,818"participants,"3,678"or"76.3"percent
were"newcomers"and"1,140"or"23.7"percent"were"oldUtimers.
Results"remained"the"same"when"newcomers"were"defined"as
those"with"less"than"three"or"six"months"of"experience.

Results
During" the" experiment," the" average" participant" visited
MovieLens"5.43"times"or"roughly"once"per"month,"viewed"10
messages" in" the" discussion" forums," and" rated" 83" movies
including"an"average"of"one"movie"in"the"volunteer"center.""In
the" identityUbased" conditions," the" 1,625" participants" were
exposed"to"recent"activities"of"movie"groups"an"average"of"36
times"(SD"="107.7);"1,135"or"70"percent"viewed"group"profiles
one"or"more"times"(mean"=.79"and"SD"="3.12);"and"72"left"98
comments." " In" the" bondUbased" conditions," the" 1,649" partiU
cipants"were"exposed"to"recent"activities"of"individual"memU
bers"an"average"of"32"times"(SD"="107.1);"578"or"35"percent
viewed"individual"profiles"one"or"more"times"(mean"=.48,"SD
="11.42);"20"left"24"comments.
Participants"reported"on"the"questionnaire"that"they"had"seen
most" of" the" manipulated" features," but" had" not" used" them
regularly.""The"most"popular"features"were"the"recent"activity
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page"and"the"individual"and"group"profiles.""The"part"of"the
profile"pages"that"compared"ratings"behavior"was"especially
popular.""The"recent"activity,"profile"page,"and"movie"group
features"were"also"reported"as"being"useful,"while"the"commuU
nication"feature"was"the"least"useful.""Because"only"2"percent
of" participants" ever" used" the" communication" features," we
excluded"this"dimension"from"further"analyses.

Effects'of'Community'Features'on'SelfVReported
Attachment'(Hypotheses'1a,'1b,'and'1c)
Hypothesis"1a"and"1b"posit"that"features"that"focus"members’
attention"on"a"group"or"on"individual"members,"respectively,
will" increase" attachment" to" those" entities." " Hypothesis" 1c
posits" that" increased" attachment" to" the" group" or" individual
members" will" increase" attachment" to" the" community" as" a
whole." " The" results," summarized" in" the" first" three" rows" of
Table"3,"provide"consistent"support"for"the"positive"effects"of
identityUbased"features"but"weaker"support"for"the"bondUbased
features.""Compared"with"the"control"condition,"participants
in"the"identity"condition"increased"their"attachment"to"their
movie"group"(76"percent,"p"<".001),"followed"by"attachment
to"a"frequently"seen"other"(17"percent,"p"=".05),"and"attachU
ment"to"MovieLens"as"a"whole"(7"percent,"p"=".002).""ComU
pared"with"participants"in"the"control"condition,"those"in"the
bond" condition" increased" their" attachment" to" their" movie
group"(27"percent"higher,"p"=".004)"but"not"to"a"frequently
seen"other"(9"percent,"p"=".30)"or"to"MovieLens"as"a"whole"(1
percent,"p"=".64).""Thus"H1a"was"fully"supported,"and"H1b
and"H1c"were"partially"supported.

Ren$et$al./Building$Member$Attachment$in$Online$Communities

Table'3.''Effects'of'Identity'and'BondVBased'Features'on'Attachment'and'Participation'(H1&2)
Attachment'Conditions
Dependent'Variables
N
200

Attachment(to(
movie(group((H1a)
Attachment(to(frequently(seen
other((H1b)
Attachment(to(MovieLens
(H1c)
Visit(frequency((H2a)

4818

Forum(post(views((H2a)

26198

202
272

Control

Identity

Bond

1.69a
(0.11)
2.08a
(0.12)
3.91a
(0.06)
4.96a
(0.90)
.055a
(0.005)

2.97c
(0.11)
2.43b
(0.13)
4.19b
(0.07)
7.15c
(1.08)
.075b
(0.007)

2.15b
(0.11)
2.26a
(0.12)
3.95a
(0.07)
5.52b
(0.90)
.057a
(0.005)

Differences'across'Conditions
Control'vs.'
Control'vs.'
Identity
Bond
F
p
F
P
56.48
.001
7.09
.004
4.03

.05

1.11

.3

3.59

.002

0.08

.64

584.6

.001

43.52

.001

2.46

.01

0.38

.7

Note:((Means(having(the(same(subscript(are(not(significantly(different(at(p(<(.05(for(attachment(and(p(<(.01(for(visit(frequency(and(post(views.(
Standard(errors(are(included(in(parentheses.

Effects'of'Community'Attachment'on'Participation
and'Retention'(Hypotheses'2a'and'2b)
Hypothesis" 2a" and" 2b" posit" that" feelings" of" attachment" will
increase"participation"and"retention"and"mediate"the"effects"of
identityUbased"and"bondUbased"features"on"these"behaviors."
Analysis"of"visit"frequency"and"forum"post"views,"shown"in
Table" 3," provide" strong" support" for" the" effectiveness" of" the
identityUbased"features"in"increasing"participation,"and"mixed
support"for"the"effectiveness"of"bondUbased"features.""ComU
pared"with"participants"in"the"control"condition,"those"exposed
to" identity" features" visited" MovieLens" 44" percent" more" freU
quently" (Table" 3," fourth" row)" and" viewed" 36" percent" more
forum"posts"(Table"3,"fifth"row).""Compared"with"participants
in"the"control"condition,"those"exposed"to"bond"features"visited
MovieLens"11"percent"more"often"(Table"3,"fourth"row)"but"did
not"reliably"increase"their"views"of"forum"posts"(Table"3,"fifth
row).
To"test"the"mediating"role"of"attachment"between"community
features"and"participation,"we"conducted"a"mediation"analysis
following" Baron" and" Kenny" (1986)." " We" regressed" selfU
reported"attachment"on"the"identity"and"bond"manipulations,
regressed"visit"frequency"on"identity"and"bond"manipulations,
and"regressed"visit"frequency"on"both"identity"and"bond"maniU
pulations"and"selfUreported"attachment"simultaneously.""The
analyses"show"that"attachment"partially"mediated"the"effects"of
identity"and"bond"features"on"visit"frequency.""After"attachment
was"introduced"into"the"regression"predicting"visit"frequency,
the" positive" effects" of" the" identityUbased" manipulations
decreased" from" .829" (p" <" .01)" to" .632" (p" =" 0.03)," and" the
positive"effects"of"bondUbased"manipulations"decreased"from

.778"(p"<"0.01)"to".632"(p"="0.07).""These"results"suggest"that
the"effects"of"our"identityUbased"and"bondUbased"features"on
participation" were" at" least" partly" mediated" by" changes" in
attachment"to"the"movie"group"or"an"individual"member,"as
predicted"by"H2a.""We"also"ran"mediation"analysis"with"forum
post"views"as"the"dependent"variable.""However,"there"were"no
significant"results"due"to"the"small"number"of"survey"responU
dents"who"had"viewed"posts.
We"tested"the"hypothesized"effects"of"identityUbased"and"bondU
based"features"on"retention"by"examining"differences"across"the
conditions" in" the" average" duration" of" activity" in" the" comU
munity." " All" independent" variables" were" timeUinvariant
variables—newcomer"versus"oldUtimer,"days"in"the"experiment,
and"attachment"conditions.""The"Wald"test"indicated"a"signiU
ficant"negative"effect"on"retention"of"being"a"newcomer"(β"=
U1.87,"p"<".001)"and"joining"the"experiment"earlier"(β&="U0.02,
p"<".001),"and"no"significant"effect"of"the"attachment"maniU
pulations"(p"=".25"for"identity"versus"control"and"p"=".71"for
bond"versus"control).""While"the"identityUbased"features"and
bondUbased"features"increased"the"intensity"of"use,"they"did"not
increase"longUterm"member"retention.

Differential'Effects'of'Attachment'to'Groups
Versus'Individuals'(Hypothesis'3a'and'3b)
Hypothesis"3a"posits"that"identityUbased"attachment"will"lead
to"more"movie"ratings"to"help"the"group,"whereas"hypothesis"3b
posits" that" bondUbased" attachment" will" lead" to" more" movie
ratings"to"help"individuals.""The"analysis"testing"these"hypotheU
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Table'4.''Differential'Effects'of'IdentityV'and'BondVBased'Features'on'Attachment'and'Contribution'to
Help'Movie'Groups'Versus'Individual'Members'(H3a,'b)

SelfMReported
Attachment

Willingness(to
Help

Dependent'Variables
Attachment(to(one’s(movie(group

N
117

Attachment(to(a(frequently(seen(other

117

Movies(rated(to(help(one’(movie(group

14055

Movies(rated(to(help(a(frequently(seen
other

14055

Attachment
Conditions
Identity
Bond
2.92b
2.16a
(0.126)
(0.123)
2.27a
2.44a
(0.14)
(0.14)
.0061a
.0080a
(0.001)
(0.001)
.0058a
.0073a
(0.001)
(0.001)

Interaction'between
attachment'and'target
F
P
9.86

.002

4.78

.05

Note:((Means(having(the(same(subscript(are(not(significantly(different(at(p(<(.05(for(attachment(and(p(<(.01(for(contribution.((Standard(errors(are
included(in(parentheses.

ses"includes"only"participants"in"the"identity"and"bond"condiU
tions." " Overall," participants" rated" slightly" more" movies" for
groups"than"for"individuals"(p"<".01)"but"contrary"to"hypotheU
ses" 3a" and" 3b," participants" in" the" identity" condition" were
slightly"more"likely"to"rate"movies"for"a"frequently"seen"memU
ber"than"for"their"movie"group,"whereas"participants"in"the
bond"condition"were"slightly"more"likely"to"rate"movies"for
their"movie"group"than"for"a"frequently"seen"member"(interU
action" p" =" .05)." " Because" these" results" are" comparatively
weak,"we"hesitate"to"speculate"on"their"explanation.""Perhaps
because"we"presented"the"volunteer"center"as"part"of"our"new
feature" offerings," participants’" movie" ratings" might" have
reflected" their" curiosity" to" explore" the" unavailable" features
(e.g.," participants" in" the" identity" condition" wanted" to" learn
more"about"individual"members"after"seeing"features"about
groups),"rather"than"their"willingness"to"help.

profile" pages" (p" <" .001)" on" login" sessions," an" interaction
between"repeated"exposure"and"the"attachment"manipulation
(p"<".001),"and"a"thirdUorder"interaction"between"profile"pages,
repeated" exposure," and" the" attachment" manipulation" (p" <
.001)." As" shown" in" Figure" 6," participants" with" access" to
profile" pages," across" identify" and" bond" conditions," visited
MovieLens"more"frequently"than"those"without"the"access.
Repeated" exposure" to" group" activities" increased" visit
frequency"in"the"identity"conditions"(p"<".001)"but"not"in"the
bond"conditions"(p"=".23)."Participants"in"the"identity"condiU
tion"with"access"to"both"group"profiles"and"repeated"exposure
to"their"group"visited"MovieLens"almost"twice"as"frequently
(11.6" times" on" average)" compared" with" participants" in" the
other"conditions"(5.7"times"on"average;"p"<".01).

We" argued" that" identityUbased" attachment" and" bondUbased
attachment"are"independent"mechanisms"that"lead"to"a"sense
of"community.""In"partial"support"of"this"idea,"we"found"that
participants"in"the"identity"condition"reported"greater"attachU
ment" to" their" movie" group" than" to" a" frequently" seen" other
(2.92" versus" 2.44" in" Table" 4," rows" 1" and" 2" in" the" Identity
column)." " By" contrast," participants" in" the" bond" condition
reported"a"roughly"equal"level"of"attachment"to"their"movie
group" and" to" a" frequently" seen" other" (2.27" versus" 2.16" in
Table"4,"rows"1"and"2"in"the"Bond"column).""The"interaction
was"significant"(p"=".002).

Differential'Effects'on'Newcomers
Versus'OldVTimers

Effects'of'Community'Features'on
Participation'Behaviors
We"conducted"post&hoc"analyses"to"learn"about"the"combined
effects"of"the"new"features.""We"found"a"main"effect"of"the
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Additional"analyses"suggested"that"newcomers"and"oldUtimers
responded" differently" to" the" newly" introduced" community
features.""Both"sets"of"features"increased"newcomers’"selfU
reported"attachment"and"level"of"participation"compared"with
newcomers’"behavior"in"the"control"condition"(p"<".001).""As
shown" in" Figure" 7," compared" to" newcomers" in" the" control
condition" (5.0" logins)," newcomers" in" the" identity" features
visited"MovieLens"7.8"times"(a"56"percent"increase,"p"<".01)
and"those"in"the"bond"condition"visited"6.0"times"(a"20"percent
increase,"p"<".01).""By"contrast,"compared"to"oldUtimers"in"the
control"condition"(4.8"logins),"oldUtimers"in"the"identity"condiU
tion"visited"MovieLens"5.5"times"(a"10"percent"increase,"p"<
.01)"while"those"in"the"bond"condition"actually"reduced"their
number"of"visits"(4.2"logins"or"a"16"percent"decrease,&p"<".01).
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Figure'6.''Effects'of'Profile'Page'and'Repeated'Exposure'on'Visit'Frequency

Figure'7.''Visit'Frequency'of'OldVTimers'Versus'Newcomers

We"observed"a"similar"pattern"in"post"views"in"the"discussion
forums." " As" shown" in" Figure" 8," on" average," newcomers
viewed"more"posts"than"oldUtimers"across"all"conditions"(p"<
.01).""Also,"compared"with"their"counterparts"in"the"control
condition" (.09" views)," newcomers" in" both" the" identity" and
bond"conditions"viewed"more"posts"(.12"views,"a"33"percent
increase" for" identity," p" <" .05" and" .1" views," an" 11" percent
increase"for"bond,"p"=".39).""By"contrast,"compared"with"their
counterparts"in"the"control"condition"(.043"views"per"visit),
oldUtimers"in"the"identity"condition"viewed"53"percent"more
posts"(.066"views,"p"<".01),"but"oldUtimers"in"the"bond"condiU
tion"viewed"12"percent"fewer"posts"(.038"views).""This"difU
ference,"however,"is"not"statistically"significant.

Laboratory'Experiment
The"field"experiment"suggested"that"identityUbased"features
were"more"powerful"in"building"attachment"than"bondUbased
features"but"this"study"had"an"important"limitation.""Although

we"randomly"assigned"identityU"and"bondUbased"features"to
MovieLens" users," we" could" not" ensure" that" participants
actually"used"them"or"were"equally"exposed"to"the"features"in
the"different"experimental"conditions.""The"behavioral"data
show"there"was"unequal"exposure.""Participants"in"the"bond
condition" used" the" communication" features" at" about" 25
percent"of"the"frequency"of"those"in"the"identity"condition.
Participants"in"the"bond"condition"were"also"50"percent"less
likely"to"check"profiles"than"those"in"the"identity"condition."
It"is"possible"that"the"low"impact"of"bondUbased"features"on
attachment"occurred"because"of"a"lack"of"sufficient"exposure
to"these"features.
We"conducted"a"supplementary,"hourUlong"laboratory"experiU
ment"that"addressed"this"limitation.""A"group"of"56"particiU
pants" (half" male," half" female)" were" recruited" from" a" midU
Atlantic" university." " The" group" consisted" of" 38" underU
graduates"and"18"graduate"students"or"staff.""All"participants
were"unfamiliar"with"MovieLens"prior"to"the"study.""In"the
first" stage" of" the" experiment," participants" registered" for
MovieLens"and"learned"its"basic"features.""As"part"of"this"proU
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Figure'8.''Post'Views'of'OldVTimers'Versus'Newcomers

cess,"participants"rated"at"least"15"movies"and"checked"at"least
5" movie" detail" pages," after" which" all" participants" spent" 45
minutes"exploring"MovieLens.
The"experiment"replicated"the"three"betweenUgroups"experiU
mental"conditions"in"the"field"experiment:""the"control"condiU
tion," in" which" participants" used" the" classic" MovieLens
features;"an"identityUbased"condition,"in"which"participants
were" exposed" to" all" three" identityUbased" features" (group
profiles," repeated" exposure" to" group" activities," and" group
communication);"and"a"bondUbased"condition,"in"which"partiU
cipants" were" exposed" to" all" three" bondUbased" features
(individual"profiles,"repeated"exposure"to"a"small"set"of"users,
and" individual" communication)." " To" enhance" experimental
control," we" constructed" a" set" of" approximately" equivalent
tasks,"instructing"participants"to"explore"the"control,"identityU
based,"and"bondUbased"features,"respectively.""Participants"in
the"identity"condition"were"asked"to"look"at"movie"ratings,
posts," and" profiles" associated" with" groups," and" to" leave
comments"on"their"group’s"profile"page.""Participants"in"the
bond"condition"were"asked"to"look"at"movie"ratings,"posts,"and
profiles"from"individual"users,"to"update"their"own"profile,"and
to"leave"comments"for"other"users.
After"they"had"explored"MovieLens,"participants"completed
the" attachment" questionnaire." " They" were" instructed" to
imagine" being" a" regular" MovieLens" member" and" to" report
what" their" reactions" would" be" if" they" had" been" using
MovieLens" for" six" months." " Results" from" the" laboratory
experiment"supported"Hypothesis"1a,"1b,"and"1c.""As"shown
in"Table"5,"participants"in"both"the"identityUbased"and"bondU
based"conditions"reported"stronger"attachment"to"MovieLens
than"did"participants"in"the"control"condition"(3.66"and"3.61
versus"2.97,"p"<".05).""They"also"reported"stronger"attachment
to"their"movie"groups"and"to"the"individual"members"to"whom
they"were"exposed.
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We" did" not" find" support" for" Hypothesis" 3a" and" 3b;" the
interaction"between"experimental"manipulation"and"the"target
of"the"attachment"was"not"significant,"F"(1,"35)"="0.28,"p"=".6.
Participants"in"both"experimental"conditions"increased"their
attachment"to"their"movie"group"and"to"a"frequently"seen"other
member"compared"with"the"control"condition"(p"<".02).""The
increased" attachment" was" stronger" toward" the" group" than
toward"a"person"in"both"experimental"conditions"(p"<".05).
Due"to"a"lack"of"behavioral"data,"we"did"not"test"Hypotheses
2a"and"2b"or"the"effects"on"willingness"to"help"in"Hypothesis
3a"and"3b.

Discussion
In"this"article,"we"show"how"insights"from"group"identity"and
interpersonal" bonds" theories" can" be" leveraged" to" increase
member"attachment"in"online"community"design.""We"first
reviewed" the" literature" and" identified" a" set" of" theoretical
antecedents"to"the"two"types"of"attachment:""identityUbased
and"bondUbased.""We"implemented"the"two"sets"of"antecedents
as"two"sets"of"community"features"in"MovieLens,"an"online
movieUrecommendation"website,"and"compared"their"effects
with" a" control" condition" that" had" neither" set" of" features."
Table"6"summarizes"our"hypotheses"and"main"findings.""A"key
takeUaway" message" from" our" study" is" that" theoryUinspired
design"can"be"effective.""Despite"the"limits"we"imposed"on"our
design"to"ensure"experimental"comparisons,"our"experimental
results" provide" support" for" the" effectiveness" of" the" new
features" in" strengthening" member" attachment." " In" the" field
experiment," both" sets" of" features" increased" selfUreported
attachment" to" movie" groups" and" frequency" of" visits" to
MovieLens.""The"identity"features"also"increased"attachment
to"MovieLens"as"a"whole"and"increased"the"number"of"post
views"in"the"forums.""In"the"laboratory"experiment,"both"sets
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Table'5.''Effects'of'IdentityV'and'BondVBased'Features'on'SelfVReported'Attachment'in'the'Laboratory
Environment
Attachment'Conditions
Control

Identity

Bond

Differences'Among'Conditions
Control'vs.'Identity

Control'vs.'Bond

Dependent'Variables

N

F

P

Attachment(to(movie(group((H1a)

56

2.42a

3.56b

3.82b

5.33

.02

5.60

.02

Attachment(to(frequently(seen
other((H1b)

56

2.36a

3.16b

3.29b

7.39

.009

10.92

.002

Attachment(to(MovieLens((H1c)

56

2.97a

3.66b

3.61b

3.92

.05

3.30

.07

F

P

Note:((Means(having(the(same(subscript(are(not(significantly(different(at(p(<(.05.

Table'6.''Summary'of'Hypotheses'and'Main'Findings
Field
Experiment

Lab
Experiment

Comments

Community'features'emphasizing'identity'or'bonds'increase'selfVreported'attachment'to'individuals,'movie
groups,'and'the'large'community'(H1a,'H1b,'H1c)
Greater(attachment(to(one’s(movie(group

(Supported(

Supported

Greater(attachment(to(frequently(seen
other

Not(supported(

Supported

Greater(attachment(to(MovieLens(

Supported(
for(identity

Supported

Community'features'increase'greater'retention'and'participation'(H2a,'H2b)
Greater(frequency(of(visiting(MovieLens

Supported(

N/A

More(post(views(in(the(discussion
forums

Supported(for
identity

N/A

Greater(duration(of(membership

Not(supported(

N/A

Strongest(effect(with(profiles(and(repeated
exposure(in(the(identity(condition

(

Differential'effects'of'identity'and'bond'on'willingness'to'help'group'versus'member'(H3a,'H3b)
Greater(attachment(to(group(in(identity
and(to(member(in(bond

Partially
supported

Not(supported

More(likely(to(help(groups(in(identity(and
to(help(members(in(bond

Disconfirmed

N/A

Interaction(opposite(to(prediction

Other'findings
Interaction(between(profile(and(repeated
exposure(features

Members(in(the(identity(condition(with(access(to(group(profile(and(repeated
exposure(doubled(their(visit(frequency.((Members(in(the(bond(condition(with
access(to(individual(profiles(increased(their(visit(frequency((no(interaction)

Interaction(between(features(types(and
members’(prior(experience(

Identity(features(increased(visit(frequency(and(post(views(for(both(oldMtimers
and(newcomers.((Bond(features(increased(visit(frequency(and(post(views(for
newcomers(but(reduced(both(for(oldMtimers
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of"features"increased"attachment"to"MovieLens,"to"the"memU
ber’s"movie"group,"and"to"individual"members.
Of" all" the" findings," the" most" surprising" is" the" consistently
stronger"effects"of"the"identityUbased"features"compared"with
the"bondUbased"features.""We"offer"two"possible"explanations
for" this" difference." " One" possibility" is" that" identityUbased
attachment"is"easier"to"establish"than"bondUbased"attachment."
In" previous" research," experimentalists" have" created" group
identity"easily,"by"assigning"groups"a"name"or"giving"them"a
distinctive"tUshirt"(for"a"review,"see"Hogg"2001).""By"contrast,
interpersonal"bonds"are"often"slow"to"develop"(Berscheid"and
Reis"1998).""They"require"opportunities"for"repeated,"oneUonU
one"interactions"and"selfUdisclosure"with"others,"and"can"be
particularly"difficult"to"establish"in"online"communities"whose
members"visit"infrequently.""Although"the"field"experiment
lasted"six"months,"many"participants"never"saw"or"communiU
cated" frequently" enough" with" others" for" these" bonds" to
develop.
The"other"possibility"is"that"a"movie"recommendation"website
may"not"inspire"friendship"in"the"same"way"that"would,"say,"a
social"networking"site.""Most"people"join"MovieLens"because
they"have"an"interest"in"finding"good"movies,"and"few"join"to
make"friends"or"seek"others"who"share"their"interest"in"movies."
Therefore," we" faced" a" significant" barrier" to" fostering
interpersonal"bonds"in"this"community.""Established"members
had"little"intrinsic"interest"in"the"bondUbased"features.""As"one
member"commented,"“I"do"enjoy"[movie]"ratings,"predictions,
graphs"and"classifications....[The]"social"aspect"of"it"doesn’t
mean"[anything"to]"me.”""The"specific"purpose"of"MovieLens,
that" is," to" give" people" movie" recommendations," may" have
made"the"identityUbased"features"a"more"natural"fit.""In"conU
trast,"features"designed"to"increase"bondUbased"attachment,
especially"oneUonUone"communication,"were"unsuccessful"and
rarely"used.""This"failure"had"a"stronger"effect"on"the"bond
manipulation"than"on"the"identity"manipulation"because"prior
research"suggests"that"oneUonUone"communication"is"one"of
the"most"powerful"techniques"for"creating"bonds"but"is"not
needed"to"create"group"identity.
Another" surprising" finding" was" that" the" manipulated" comU
munity" features" influenced" community" participation" more
than"they"influenced"member"retention.""The"features"were
effective" in" causing" our" participants" to" report" a" stronger
attachment"to"the"site,"to"visit"the"site"more"frequently"and"to
view"more"posts"(in"the"identity"condition),"but"they"failed"to
increase"the"duration"of"active"membership.""The"lack"of"an
effect"on"retention"seems"inconsistent"with"the"logic"of"attachU
ment"or"commitment"that"we"and"others"have"used,"that"is,"as
variables"that"influence"both"active"participation"and"retenU
tion." " However," others" studying" online" communities" have
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found" that" interventions" influenced" participation" but" not
retention" (Choi" et" al." 2010)." " These" findings" suggest" that
participation"and"retention"online"might"be"more"independent
of" one" another" than" they" are" offline." " Retention" might" be
strongly"affected"by"the"presence"of"attractive"competing"sites
where"participants"can"pursue"the"same"interests"or"purpose.
Unlike"the"situation"in"many"offline"groups"or"organizations,
online"communities"compete"vigorously"for"people’s"time"and
attention.""Someone"interested"in"movies"can"easily"move"his
active"participation"from"one"movie"community"to"another,
effectively"separating"these"behaviors.

Limitations
We"conducted"this"work"in"a"primarily"identityUbased"comU
munity.""We"think"the"findings"could"be"generalized"to"many
online" communities" that" are" organized" around" a" particular
topic"such"as"health"support,"education,"a"hobby,"or"a"profesU
sion"(Preece"2000;"Ridings"and"Gefen"2004).""Some"of"our
findings,"such"as"the"comparative"ease"of"fostering"identityU
based"attachment"as"opposed"to"bondUbased"attachment,"might
not" generalize" to" socially" oriented" communities" such" as
friendship"groups"or"social"networking"sites"where"members
join"for"intimate"relationships"or"have"established"relationU
ships.""In"these"communities,"fostering"bondUbased"attachment
will"become"easier"and"creating"subgroups"may"depersonalize
or"dilute"intimacy"among"members.""Similar"caution"needs"to
be" taken" to" generalize" our" findings" to" online" communities
hosted"by"organizations"to"foster"collaboration"among"their
employees.""Compared"with"members"of"leisure"or"volunteer
communities," organizational" employees" often" have" built
affective"connections"with"the"organization"and"its"employees."
Researchers" should" examine" ways" to" adapt" our" features" to
leverage"these"preexisting"connections"and"both"our"identityU
and"bondUbased"features"are"likely"to"significantly"affect"user
behaviors"in"these"communities.
We" were" constrained" by" the" desire" to" have" parallelism
between"the"identity"and"bond"conditions,"so"our"community
features"tested"only"a"subset"of"interesting"theoretical"ideas."
For"instance,"even"though"group"interdependence,"through"a
joint" task," purpose," or" reward," strongly" induces" a" common
group"identity"(Sherif"et"al."1961),"we"did"not"implement"a
feature"based"on"group"interdependence"because"there"was"no
parallel"implementation"to"introduce"in"the"bond"condition."
We" also" separately" introduced" features" to" induce" either
identityUbased"or"bondUbased"attachment,"even"though"many
real"communities"want"to"encourage"both.""In"this"article,"we
also"limited"ourselves"to"drawing"insights"from"theories"of
group" identity" and" interpersonal" bonds," even" though" many
other" social" science" theories" are" available" as" a" source" of
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inspiration" (e.g.," Kollock" 1998;" Ling" et" al." 2005)." " In" the
future,"researchers"could"and"should"explore"a"broader"set"of
theoretical" concepts" such" as" group" interdependence," goal
setting,"public"goods,"and"social"exchange.""Future"research
should"also"help"us"understand"how"to"apply"theory"to"other
outcomes"such"as"joining"(Krogh"et"al."2003),"trust"(Stewart
and"Gosain"2006),"network"evolution"(Oh"and"Jeon"2007),
and"prevention"of"deviant"behaviors"(Friedman"and"Resnick
2001).

Theoretical+Implications+
Our" study" makes" three" contributions" to" the" Information
Systems"literature"on"online"communities.""First,"our"findings
showcase" two" different" mechanisms" for" building" member
attachment" in" online" communities—by" focusing" members’
attention"on"a"group"and"its"activities"or"by"focusing"memU
bers’"attention"on"individual"members"and"their"activities."
Attachment"to"these"entities"in"an"online"community"leads"to
attachment"to"the"large"community"as"a"whole.""Our"study
adds" new" insights" to" the" body" of" knowledge" on" member
attachment" and" commitment" and" ways" to" build" successful
online"communities.""Another"insight"that"we"contribute"is"the
relative" ease" of" fostering" identityUbased" versus" bondUbased
attachment"in"online"communities,"which"needs"to"be"further
tested"in"future"research.""Our"second"contribution"is"to"show
the" significant" effects" of" increased" attachment" on" member
behaviors"that"are"vital"to"community"success.""The"new"feaU
tures" that" provided" detailed" information" about" groups" and
individuals"increased"member"attachment,"which"in"turn"led
to"more"frequent"visits"to"the"website.""Our"third"contribution
is"to"show"the"value"of"mining"social"science"theories"to"gain
new" insights" into" understanding" online" communities." " Our
exercise"of"using"insights"from"the"group"identity"and"interU
personal" bonds" literature" to" increase" member" attachment
demonstrates"the"effectiveness"of"such"an"approach.""It"also
reveals"some"challenges"in"properly"implementing"theories
from"the"offline"context"to"the"online"context"where,"among
other"things,"there"are"fewer"opportunities"for"repeated"interU
actions," yet" there" are" a" multitude" of" easily" available" alterU
natives"to"connect"people.
Our"attempt"to"apply"social"psychological"theory"also"revealed
gaps"in"the"literature"where"theory"can"be"further"refined"or
extended.""Identity"and"bond"theories"(Prentice"et"al."1994)
posit" crisp" distinctions" between" group" identity" and" interU
personal" bonds" as" bases" of" attachment" in" groups." " Identity
theories" emphasize" differences" between" groups," ignoring
heterogeneity"among"group"members,"and"give"little"guidance
about"how"interpersonal"bonds"might"arise"in"such"groups."
Likewise,"bondUbased"theories"do"not"treat"how"group"identity

emerges.""Our"experimental"results"suggest"that"the"relationU
ship" between" attachment" to" the" group" and" to" individual
members"may"be"affected"by"the"type"of"the"online"commuU
nity." " The" correlation" between" selfUreported" attachment" to
participants’" movie" groups" and" to" their" frequently" seen
individual"was"significantly"lower"in"the"identity"condition"(r
=".42)"than"in"the"bond"condition"(r"=".69;"for"the"difference
p"<".001).""While"these"results"support"the"theoretical"distincU
tion"between"the"two"types"of"attachment,"they"also"suggest
some"interesting"patterns"between"the"two.""If"one"imagines"a
2"×"2"matrix"of"attachment,"identityUbased"and"bondUbased
attachment"may"be"both"high"or"both"low,"or"identityUbased
attachment"may"be"high"bondUbased"attachment"may"be"low,
but"the"scenario"of"low"identityUbased"attachment"and"high
bondUbased"attachment"seems"to"be"less"common.
A"possible"reason"is"spillover"effects"between"the"two"types
of"attachment.""Postmes"and"his"colleagues"(2006)"argue"that
a"convergence"of"identityUbased"and"bondUbased"attachment
may" occur" over" time" as" people" interact" repeatedly." " IndiU
viduals" connected" through" interpersonal" ties" may" develop
attachment" to" the" community." " For" instance," MySpace
members"may"join"to"make"friends"and"later"become"fans"of
musicians.""Shifts"from"identityUbased"attachment"to"bondU
based" attachment" also" have" been" noted." " For" instance,
members"of"an"online"chess"group"reported"that"by"playing
chess" together" they" became" friends" with" one" other" as" they
talked"to"each"other"about"common"interests"(Ginsburg"and
Weisband"2002).

Implications+for+Practice
Our" experimental" findings" have" some" implications" for
managers"who"run"online"communities"and"practitioners"who
design"and"develop"them.""In"a"struggling"online"community,
inducing" attachment" in" a" way" that" doubles" the" number" of
visits," as" we" were" able" to" achieve," could" be" the" difference
between"success"and"failure.""For"a"community"supported"by
advertising," doubling" the" number" of" visits" could" double
revenue.""Considering"our"finding"that"identityUbased"attachU
ment"may"be"comparatively"easier"to"implement,"at"least"in
websites"with"a"specific"purpose,"practitioners"may"want"to
launch" their" community" building" efforts" with" features" that
emphasize" groups" or" community" purpose" (group" categoriU
zation,"group"homogeneity,"and"detailed"information"about
groups"and"community).""Although"participants"in"the"field
experiment"were"randomly"assigned"to"groups"with"arbitrary
wild" animal" names," they" reported" significantly" greater
attachment"to"their"own"group"than"to"other"groups,"and"this
group"assignment"increased"their"visits"to"the"community"and
the"number"of"posts"they"read.""Studies"have"shown"that"group
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members"feel"more"attached"or"committed"to"a"selfUselected
group" than" an" assigned" group" (Ellemers" et" al." 1999)." " In
practice," community" designers" might" want" to" let" members
selfUselect" into" groups" rather" than" to" assign" them," and" use
clustering"techniques"to"suggest"groups"that"members"could
consider"joining.
Our" results" also" suggest" that" implementing" algorithms" that
repeatedly"expose"members"to"groups"and"individuals"will"be
effective"but"doing"so"is"more"challenging"at"the"individual
level.""Typically,"there"are"orders"of"magnitude"more"indiU
viduals" than" groups" in" an" online" community." " In" our" field
experiment,"participants"were"exposed"to"10"movie"groups"in
the"identity"condition"and"potentially"hundreds"of"individual
members"in"the"bond"condition.""Even"though"we"developed
an"algorithm"to"maximize"the"chance"of"a"small"set"of"memU
bers" being" repeatedly" shown" to" a" target" member," repeated
exposure"to"groups"turned"out"to"be"much"more"effective"than
repeated" exposure" to" individuals." " One" reason" may" be" the
frequency"at"which"information"was"updated"on"the"profile
pages." " Because" information" on" the" group" profile" page
aggregated"information"from"hundreds"of"group"members,"it
changed"whenever"any"of"them"rated"a"movie"or"posted"in"the
forums.""This"rate"of"change"was"much"more"frequent"than
information"on"an"individual"profile"page,"which"remained
static"unless"the"owner"of"the"profile"logged"in"and"used"the
system"or"updated"his"or"her"profile"information.""Individual
members"returning"to"a"profile"page"may"be"less"likely"to"visit
again" if" no" new" information" is" provided." " Thus," featuring
individual"members"on"a"front"page"with"little"information
provided"and"updated"on"these"members’"profile"pages"can
result"in"the"failure"of"the"intended"repeated"exposure.

error." " We" believe" that" theoretical" insights" supported" by
empirical" evidence" are" powerful" tools" that" designers" and
managers"could"leverage"to"build"vibrant"online"communities."
They"will"still"need"to"make"important"choices"to"customize
the"design"features"to"fit"the"technology"being"used,"the"class
of" members," and" other" particulars" that" may" shape" member
experience." " When" it" comes" to" design," there" are" often" no
correct" answers," only" wise" tradeoffs" among" alternatives.
However,"our"theoryUinspired"approach"should"help"designers
and"managers"constrain"and"navigate"the"design"space"they
need"to"explore.""As"Greif"(1991)"stated,"“even"if"the"major
influence"of"a"theory"in"artifact"design"is"merely"to"stimulate
creative"exploratory"activities,"we"should"not"undervalue"the
relevance"of"theory"for"the"concrete"artifact”"(p."214).
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